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Let k be a number field and Ok its ring of integers. Let 1 be the generalized
quaternion group of order 4l, where l is an odd prime number. Let M be a maxi-
mal Ok-order in k[1 ] containing Ok[1 ] and Cl(M) its class group. We denote by
R(M) the subset of Cl(M) formed by the realizable classes in the sense of
McCulloh. In this article we define two subsets of R(M) and show that they are
subgroups of Cl(M) provided that 2 and l are unramified in kQ.  2000 Academic
Press
1. INTRODUCTION
We continue to study the set of Galois module classes of rings of integers
in Galois extensions of algebraic number fields. For previous work in this
direction see [6, 10, 12, 13].
For every number field E, OE denotes its ring of algebraic integers.
Let k be a number field and 1 a finite group. Let M be a maximal
Ok -order in k[1] containing Ok[1] and Cl(M) its class group. We
denote by R(M) the set of realizable classes, that is the set of classes
c # Cl(M) such that there exists a Galois extension Nk at most tamely
ramified (i.e., tame), with Galois group isomorphic to 1 and the class of
M Ok[1] ON (or simply the class of ON) in Cl(M) is equal to c. It is
known that R(M)/Cl%(M) (see [7, Proposition 1.2.1]), where Cl%(M)
is the kernel of the morphism Cl(M)  Cl(k) induced by the augmenta-
tion M  Ok .
In this article, we attempt to determine the structure of R(M) in the case
that 1=H4l the generalized quaternion group of order 4l, where l is an
odd prime number, defined by the presentation H4l=(_, { : _2l=1, {2=_l,
{_{&l=_&1) (For this terminology see [1], (1.24) Examples, (ii), p. 13).
We do not succeed in determining completely that structure, but we will
define below two subsets of R(M) and show that they are subgroups of
Cl%(M) provided that 2 and l are unramified in kQ.
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Let 1=H4l . We define R1(M) to be the set of realizable classes of tame
quaternion extensions Nk such that the cyclic subextension of degree 4
and the dihedral subextension of degree 2l of Nk are arithmetically
disjoint over the quadratic subextension of Nk. Let Ek be a cyclic
extension of degree 4. We say that Ek is pure if the only ramified prime
ideals in Ek are those ramified in its quadratic subextension. If Nk is a
quaternion extension of degree 4l, we shall say that Nk is pure if its cyclic
subextension of degree 4 is pure. We define R2(M) to be the set of
realizable classes of tame pure quaternion extensions.
Now, suppose that k is linearly disjoint from Q(!, i ), where ! (resp., i )
is a primitive l th (resp., 4th) root of unity. Therefore the decomposition of
the semisimple algebra k[H4l] as a product of simple algebras is:
k[H4l]&k_k_k(i )_M2(k(!+!&1))_H, where M2(k(!+!&1)) is the
set of 2_2 matrices with coefficients in k(!+!&1) and H is the field of
quaternions over k(!+!&1) (See [1]: (7.40) Example, pp. 163164; (7.39)
Example, pp. 161162; the same argument works when we replace Q by k
since k is linearly disjoint from Q(!, i )). Hence
Cl(M)&Cl(k)_Cl(k)_Cl(k(i))_C(k(!+!&1))_Cl+(k(!+!&1)),
and
Cl%(M)&Cl(k)_Cl(k(i ))_Cl(k(!+!&1))_Cl+(k(!+!&1)), (1.1)
where for every number field E, Cl(E ) is the class group of E, and Cl+(E )
its class group in the narrow sense.
If l and 2 are unramified in kQ, we will determine the class of
MOk[H4l] ON by the calculation of its components in the right hand side
of (1.1).
Let M$ be the Ok -maximal order in k[C4], where C4 is the cyclic group
of order 4. We know that R(M$) is a subgroup of Cl%(M$) for any field
k (see [6]), and can be identified with a subgroup of Cl(k)_Cl(k(i ))
when i  k (see Section 2). Let Ek be a finite extension, if c # Cl+(k) let I
be an ideal of Ok in c, then also denote by c the class of I in Cl(k) and
the class of the extended ideal IOE in Cl(E) and Cl+(E ). If i  k, let
S=Gal(k(i )k)=[s1 , s3], where s1(i )=i and s3(i )=&i, it is clear that
Cl(k(i )) is a Z[S]-module. Let %4=s1+3s3 # Z[S], denote by S4 the
Stickelberger ideal: S4=4
&1%4Z[S] & Z[S].
The main result is the following theorem:
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 2 and l are unramified in kQ. Then the sets
R1(M) and R2(M) are subgroups of Cl%(M). More precisely, they are
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respectively isomorphic to the following subgroups A1 , A2 of Cl(k)_
Cl(k(i ))_Cl(k(!+!&1))_Cl+(k(!+!&1)):
A1=[(c1 , c2 , c3 , c&11 c3Nk(i )k(c2)) | (c1 , c2) # R(M$), c3 # Cl
+(k)],
where Nk(i )k is the norm in k(i )k.
A2=[(c1 , c2 , c3 , c1c3) | (c1 , c2) # R(M$), c3 # Cl+(k)],
furthermore if the class number of k is odd then
A2=[(c1 , c2 , c3 , c1c3) | c2 # S4 Cl(k(i )), c1=(Nk(i )k(c2))12, c3 # Cl+(k)].
Remarks. 1. Actually c3 # Sl Cl(k(!+!&1)), where Sl is the usual
Stickelberger ideal in Z[Gal(k(!)k)] (see Section 3). Sl disappear in the
description of realizable classes because its action on Cl(k(!+!&1)) is the
same as that of the norm in k(!+!&1)k.
2. We will show that R2(M)/R1(M).
The notion of Lagrange resolvent is a fundamental tool for studying the
problem of realizable classes (see [2, Chap. I, Sect. 4, pp. 28, 29] for its
definition). Throughout this article, if EF is a finite Galois extension and
? is an isomorphism from Gal(EF ) to a group G, then any character / of
G induces a character / b ? of Gal(EF ) which we will also denote by /. To
denote the Lagrange resolvent ( , / b ?) EF with respect to EF we use the
symbol ( , /) EF or simply ( , /) if no confusion arises.
2. REALIZABLE CLASSES OF CYCLIC EXTENSIONS
OF DEGREE 4
Let k be any number field, C4 the cyclic group of order 4 and M$ the
Ok -maximal order in k[C4]. In this section we suppose that 2 is
unramified in kQ. The purpose is to describe briefly the group R(M$).
Now, k[C4]&k_k_k(i ) and Cl%(M$)&Cl(k)_Cl(k(i )), so R(M$)
can be identified with a subgroup of Cl(k)_Cl(k(i ). Let Nk be a tame
Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic to C4 . Let k1 k be the
quadratic subextension of N. Let / be a character of C4 of degree 1 and
order 4. Then the class of ON has the components c1 , c2 in Cl(k)_
Cl(k(i )) which are the classes of (ON , /2)(a, /2) &1 and (ON , /)
(a, /) &1 respectively, where a is a basis of the k[C4]-module N.
It is easy to show that the class of (ON , /2)(a, /2) &1 is the Steinitz
class of Ok1 (as an Ok -module) in Cl(k) (see [11]).
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The calculation of the class of (ON , /)(a, /) &1 was already done in
[12, Proposition 2.3]. Here we recall the result. We may write:
(a, /) 4 Ok(i )=I(/)4 (%4J(/)) J 2, (2.1)
where I(/) is a fractional ideal of Ok(i ) , and J(/) and J are square free
integral ideals of Ok(i ) and Ok respectively, uniquely determined by a, such
that J(/), s3(J(/)) and J are pairwise relatively prime. Then
c2=Cl(I(/)&1). (2.2)
Moreover, the proof of this proposition tells us more about J, indeed
2(Nk)=2(k1 k)3 J 2, where the symbol 2 denotes the discriminant. (Thus
Nk is pure if and only if J=Ok).
Proposition 2.1. With the previous notation we have:
Nk(i )k(c2)=c21Cl(J ).
Proof. Since Nk and k(i )k are linearly disjoint, we may identify
Gal(N(i )k(i )) with Gal(Nk)=(_) and Gal(N(i )N) with Gal(k(i )k). It
follows from (2.1) and the fact that (s1+s3) %4=4(s1+s3) that
Nk(i )k((a, /) 4) Ok=[Nk(i )k(I(/)) Nk(i )k(J(/)) J]4.
We check easily that s3((a, /) )=(a, /3) and _((a, /) )=/(_)(a, /) ,
whence :=(a, /) s3((a, /) ) # k. Then
:Ok=Nk(i )k(I(/) J(/)) J.
By Kummer theory 2(k1 k) Ok(i )=(s1+s3) J(/), so Nk(i )k(J(/))=2(k1 k).
To complete the proof we use (2.2) and c21=Cl(2(k1 k)) (see [11,
Proposition 2.2]).
Proposition 2.2. (i) Under the previous notation, if the class number
of k is odd then c2 # S4Cl(k(i )).
(ii) Conversely, for every c # S4Cl(k(i )) there exists a tame cyclic
extension Nk of degree 4 such that the class of ON in Cl(k(i )) is equal to c.
Proof. One uses a method similar to that in the proof of [9,
Theorem 2.4].
(i) Let S$ be the ideal of Z[S] generated by the elements of the
form a$=c&sc , where c is relatively prime to 4 and c #c mod 4. Then
S4=4
&1%4S$, S4+S$=Z[S],
and we have c2 # S4 Cl(k(i )) if and only if for every a$, a$c2 # S4 Cl(k(i )).
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We check that a$(a, /) # k(i ) and a$J 2=J 4k, where k # Z. Using (2.1) we
obtain:
a$(a, /) Ok(i )=a$I(/)(4&1%4a$J(/)) J k.
It is easy to see that S4Cl(k)=Cl(k)4. If the class number of k is odd then
Cl(k)4=Cl(k), so Cl(J )k # S4Cl(k(i )); it follows that a$Cl(I(/)&1) #
S4 Cl(k(i )), whence c2=Cl(I(/)&1) # S4Cl(k(i )).
(ii) The proof is essentially the same as that given in [9, Theorem 2.4,
(2%)]use 4 instead of l.
Corollary 2.3. Let R1(M$) be the subset of R(M$) consisting of the
realizable classes of pure cyclic extensions of degree 4. If the class number
of k is odd then R1(M$) is the subgroup of R(M$) identified with
[((Nk(i )k(c))12, c) | c # S4Cl(k(i ))].
Proof. The result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.1 and
Proposition 2.2.
3. REALIZABLE CLASSES OF QUATERNION EXTENSIONS.
In this section we assume that l and 2 are unramified in k.
The generalized quaternion group H4l=(_, { : _2l=1, {2=_ l,
{_{&l=_&1) is a semidirect product of (_2) and ({) . It has five
conjugacy classes over k of absolutely irreducible characters, three of them
have degree 1, and two of degree 2, which are:
/0 the trivial character.
/1 of degree 1 and order 2, which is defined by: /1(_)=1, /1({)=&1
(then ker /1=(_) ).
/2 of degree 1 and order 4, defined by /2(_)=&1, /2({)=i (whence
ker /2=(_2) ).
/3 of degree 2 induced by a character . of order l of (_) : /3=IndH4l(_) ..
/4 of degree 2 induced by a character  of order 2l of
(_) : /4=IndH4l(_) .
Let Nk be a tame Galois extension whose Galois group is isomorphic
to H4l . According to the Fro hlich description (see [2]), the class of ON in
Cl(M) has the components
ci=Cl((ON , /i)(a, / i)&1), 0i4,
in Cl(k)_Cl(k)_Cl(k(i )_Cl(k(!+!&1))_Cl+(k(!+!&1)), where a is
a basis of the k[H4l]-module N.
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We denote by N1 k (resp., N2 k, resp., k1k) the subextension of Nk
which is cyclic of degree 4 (resp., dihedral of degree 2l, resp., quadratic),
and by TrEF the trace map in the finite extension EF.
We check without difficulty the following assertions:
(ON , /0)(a, /0) &1=TrNk(ON) TrNk(a)&1,
(ON , /1)(a, /1) &1=(TrNk1(ON), /1) k1 k(TrNk1(a), /1)
&1
k1k
,
where in the right hand side /1 is considered as a character of Gal(k1 k)
(since Ker /1=(_) ).
(ON , /2)(a, /2) &1=(TrNN1(ON), /2) N1 k(TrNN1(a), /2)
&1
N1 k
,
where in the right hand side /2 is considered as a character of Gal(N1 k)
(since Ker /2=(_2) ).
(ON , /3)(a, /3) &1
=(TrNN2(ON), Ind
Dl
(_2) .) N2 k (TrNN2(a), Ind
Dl
(_2) .)
&1
N2 k
,
where . is considered as a character of (_2) , Dl is the dihedral group of
order 2l; we see this using [2, Chap. III, Lemma 1.5, p. 107] since /3
comes from a dihedral character.
Since Nk is tame, the extensions Nk1 , NN1 and NN2 are also tame;
thus TrNk(ON)=Ok , TrNk1(ON)=Ok1 , TrNN1(ON)=ON1 and TrNN2(ON)
=ON2 . We deduce that c0=1, c1 is the Steinitz class of Ok1 (as an
Ok -module) in Cl(k), c2 is the class of ON1 in Cl(k(i )) (see Section 2), c3
is the class of ON2 in Cl(k(!+!
&1)) which is calculated in [10] and may
be considered as an element of Cl(k) (see Proposition 3.3 below).
It remains to calculate the last class corresponding to /4 . This is what we
will do in the sequel using the decomposition of the 2l th power of the
Lagrange resolvents associated to the characters of order 2l of a cyclic
group of order 2l.
The extension Nk1 is cyclic of order 2l. Let  be a character of
Gal(Nk1) having order 2l. We can write =12 , where 1 (resp., 2)
is a character of Gal(Nk1) having order 2 (resp., l). The kernels of 1 and
2 are Gal(NN1) and Gal(NN2) respectively; we then may consider 1
(resp., 2) as a character of Gal(N1 k1) (resp., Gal(N2 k1)).
Let a1 , a2 be the respective basis of the k1[Gal(N1 k1)]-module N1 and
the k1[Gal(N2 k1)]-module N2 . Since the extensions N1 k1 and N2 k1 are
linearly disjoint and N is the compositum of N1 and N2 , we get b=a1a2
is a basis of the k1[Gal(Nk1)]-module N and
(b, )Nk1=(a1 , 1) N1 k1 _(a2 , 2) N2 k1 . (3.1)
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Let f (1)= f (1 , N1 k1) be the Artin conductor of the character 1 .
Let J be the ideal of Ok defined by 2(N1 k)=2(k1 k)3 J 2 (see [11,
Proposition 4.1]). We may write (see [11, Proposition 2.1 and 4.1]):
(a1 , 1)2 Ok1=I(1)
2 D(k1 k) J, (3.2)
where I(1) is a fractional ideal of k1 uniquely determined by a1 and
D(k1 k) is the different of k1k. Moreover f (1)=D(k1 k) J.
Since N and Q(!) are linearly disjoint, Gal(N(!)N)&Gal(k1(!)k1)&
(ZlZ)*. Put Gal(k1(!)k1)=[si , 1il&1], where s i (!)=!i. Let %l be
the Stickelberger element %l=l&1i=1 is
&1
i . Let f (2)= f (2 , N2k1) be the
Artin conductor of 2 . By [9, Theorem 2.2] we may write:
(a2 , 2)l Ok1(!)=I(2)
l %l J(2), (3.3)
where I(2) is a fractional ideal of k1(!), and the si (J(2)), 1il&1,
are pairwise relatively prime square free integral ideals of Ok1(!) uniquely
determined by a2 . Moreover we have
f (2) Ok1(!)= ‘
l&1
i=1
si (J(2)).
According to [5], f (2) is an integral ideal of Ok -furthermore it is square
free and relatively prime to 2(k1 k).
One denotes by ( f (2), J ) the GCD of f (2) and J. We write J(2)=
J1(2) J2(2), where J1(2) and J2(2) are ideals of Ok1(!) satisfying the
following formulas:
f (2)( f (2), J )&1 Ok1(!)= ‘
l&1
i=1
si (J1(2)),
( f (2), J ) Ok1(!)= ‘
l&1
i=1
si (J2(2)).
Let %2l be the Stickelberger element
%2l= :
2l
i=1
(i, 2l)=1
is&1i ,
where i#i mod l and 1i l&1.
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Proposition 3.1. Under the previous notation, we have the following
decomposition which is uniquely determined by b:
(b, )2l Ok1(!)=I()
2l J(),
where
I()=I(1) I(2) ‘
l&1
i=(l+1)2
s&1i (J2(2)),
J()=(%l J1(2))2 (%2l s2(J2(2)))[D(k1 k) J(J, f (2))&1]l.
Proof. It is clear that we may write
(b, )2l Ok1(!)=I
2l ‘
2l&1
i=1
I ii ,
where I is a fractional ideal of k1(!), and the Ii , 1i2l&1, are pairwise
relatively prime square free integral ideals of Ok1(!) uniquely determined
by b.
The assertions (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) imply
(b, ) 2l Ok1(!)=(I(1) I(2))
2l (%lJ(2))2 (D(k1 k) J )l.
Clearly,
(%lJ(2))2 (D(k1 k) J )l
=(%l J1(2))2 (%lJ2(2))2 ( f (2), J )l [D(k1 k) J( f (2), J )&1]l.
To complete the proof, it suffices to show that one has:
(%lJ2(2))2 ( f (2), J )l=_ ‘
l&1
i=(l+1)2
s&1i (J2(2))&
2l
(%2ls2(J2(2))),
which can be checked by observing that we may write
%2l= :
(l&1)2
i=1
(2i+l) s&12i + :
l&1
i=(l+1)2
(2i&l) s&12i ,
since (Z2lZ)*=[2i+l, 1i(l&1)2] _ [2i&l, (l+1)2il&1]
and we then have
s2%2l= :
(l&1)2
i=1
(2i+l) s&1i + :
l&1
i=(l+1)2
(2i&l) s&1i
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Proposition 3.2. Under the notation of Proposition 3.1, the class of
(ON , ) Nk1 (b, )
&1
Nk1
in Cl(k1(!)) is the class of the ideal I()&1.
Proof. By [4, Theorem 18],
(ON , ) Nk1 (ON ,  ) Nk1= f (, Nk1) Ok1(!) ,
where  is the complex conjugate character of , and f (, Nk1) is the
Artin conductor of .
For every x # ON ,
(x, ) 2l Ok1(!)=((x, )(b, )
&1 I())2l J()/Ok1(!) .
But for every prime ideal P of Ok1(!) , vP(J())<2l, so that
(ON , )(b, ) &1/I()&1. (3.4)
Similarly,
(ON ,  )(b,  ) &1/I( )&1. (3.5)
Next, we claim that
f (, Nk1)= f (1) f (2)( f (2), J )&1. (3.6)
Indeed,
f (, Nk1)= f (1 , Nk1) f (2 , Nk1) GCD( f (1 , Nk1), f (2 , Nk1))&1.
By virtue of [8, Proposition 6, p. 111], f (1 , Nk1)= f (1) and
f (2 , Nk1)= f (2). Since f (2) is relatively prime to 2(k1 k) (see [5]),
GCD( f (1), f (2))=( f (2), J ).
Using the decomposition in Proposition 3.1, (3.6) and the following
facts:
sl&1((b, ) )=(b,  ) , (s1+sl&1) %l=l :
l&1
i=1
si ,
(s1+sl&1) %2l=2l :
l&1
i=1
si ,
we obtain
(b, )(b,  ) Ok1(!)=I() I( ) f (, Nk1).
Then
(ON , )(b, ) &1(ON ,  )(b,  ) &1=I()&1 I( )&1.
It follows that (ON , )(b, ) &1=I()&1 by (3.4) and (3.5).
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Proposition 3.3. Under the previous notation, we have: c4=c1 c3 Cl(J )
Cl(( f (2), J ))&1, where c3 may be considered as an element of Cl(k).
Proof. Since N and Q(!) are linearly disjoint, we may identify Gal(Nk)
with Gal(N(!)k(!)), and Gal(k1(!)k1) with Gal(k(!)k).
Since /4=IndH4l(_)  and Gal(k1 k) fixes !, it follows from [3, Theorem 12]
that
c4=Cl(Nk1 k((ON , ) Nk1(b, )
&1
Nk1
),
where for every x # N,
Nk1 k((x, ) Nk1)= ‘
# # Gal(k1 k)
#((x, ) Nk1)
(the argument is analogous to that in [10, p. 91]). Here
Nk1 k((x, ) Nk1)=(x, ) Nk1 {((x, ) Nk1)
=(1+{)(x, ) Nk1 .
It follows from Proposition 3.2 that (1+{) I()&1 is in c4 . Using (3.2)
and [11, Proposition 2.2] we see that I(1)&1 is in the Steinitz class of ON1
(as an Ok1 -module) in Cl(k1). Then (1+{) I(1)
&1=Nk1 k(I(1)
&1) is in
Cl(J )_c1 by [11, Proposition 4.2].
Denote by k 1 the subextension of k1(!) fixed by {sl&1 . By [10, p. 92 and
Proposition 3.1], (3.3) can be written in Ok 1 . Thus we may suppose that
I(2), J(2), J1(2), J2(2) are in k 1 , and we then have (1+{) I(2)&1 is
in a class of SlCl(k(!+!&1)), where Sl is the Stickelberger ideal
Sl=l
&1%lZ[Gal(k(!)k)] & Z[Gal(k(!)k)].
It is immediate that SlCl(k(!+!&1))=Nk(!)k(Cl(k(!+!&1)), where
Nk(!)k is the norm map. We may then consider that (1+{) I(2)&1 is in a
class of Cl(k). We may write
(a2 , .) l Ok1(!)=(I(.))
l (%l J(.)),
thus we have (see [10]) (1+{) I(.)&1 is in c3 , and (as above) c3 may be
considered as an element of Cl(k). Since Cl(I(.))=si Cl(I(2)) for some
si # Gal(k1(!)k1) by [9, Theorem 2.3], (1+{) I(2)&1 is in c3 .
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The action of { and sl&1 on J2(2) being the same,
(1+{) ‘
l&1
i=(l+1)2
s&1i (J2(2))= ‘
l&1
i=1
si (J2(2))=( f (2), J ).
This completes the proof.
Proof of Theorem 1.1. The description of R1(M) follows from Proposi-
tion 3.3 and the equalities:
( f (2), J )=Ok , Cl(J )=c&21 Nk(i)k(c2) (see Proposition 2.1);
the group structure is then clear.
Using the fact that Nk is pure if and only if J=Ok (see Section 2), we
obtain R2(M)/R1(M) and the description of R2(M). To obtain A2 it
suffices to apply Corollary 2.3.
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